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she be too much for him. . . and will he be enough for her? Packed with
A Santangelo Story Jackie Collins 2010-12-17 Can't get enough of Bobby

colorful characters and coursing with passion, suspense, and round-the-world

Santangelo? Check out this unbelievably sexy and scandalous bonus story by

adventure, from California, to Paris, from New York to a private Greek

New York Times bestselling author Jackie Collins. This e-book original also

island, this decadent story is a gripping thrill ride of dangerous passion and

includes a special sneak peek of the sensational New York Times bestselling

power at any cost—at once a richly satisfying saga and a perfect poolside read

novel Poor Little Bitch Girl. Only Jackie Collins can take you inside the

as only Jackie Collins could write it! Adapted in the 90s into a highly

glamorous lives of the rich and famous.

successful NBC mini-series, the Santangelo novels are currently being

Lovers and Gamblers Jackie Collins 2009 When success takes hold of your life

developed for TV once again by Working Title Productions and the updated

it can be tough keeping a grip on sanity... From London to New York,

series is set to be compulsive, sexy and totally binge-worthy! hr

Hollywood to Rio, meet the lovers who gambled with the highest stakes

"Marvelous...Fast-moving...Suspense-filled." -Houston Chronicle "Impossible to

imaginable. Al King - a soul superstar and legendary stud. Dallas, a

put down." -Wall Street Journal hr Read the whole Lucky Santangelo series!

smouldering beauty with big ambitions and a secret past. A beauty queen and

1. Chances 2. Lucky 3. Lady Boss 4. Vendetta: Lucky's Revenge 5. Dangerous

a major rock star - riots, bomb scares, orgies and drug trips. "Lovers and

Kiss 6. Drop Dead Beautiful 7. Poor Little Bitch Girl 8. Goddess of Vengeance

Gamblers "- it's so hot it sizzles...

9. Confessions of a Wild Child - Lucky: The Early Years 10. The Santangelos

The Power Trip Jackie Collins 2013-02-12 A luxurious yacht in the Sea of

11. A Santangelo Story hr

Cortez, a birthday cruise for one of the world's most beautiful women and an

Windmills of the Gods Sidney Sheldon 2012-06-07 Sidney Sheldon’s eighth

invitation no one can refuse. The Power Trip—take it if you dare. From

novel, now available in ebook format.

Hollywood icon and mega-seller Jackie Collins comes a thrilling New York

World Is Full of Married Men Jackie Collins 1993-11-01 ONLY FOOLS LET

Times bestseller, The Power Trip, set on a state of the art luxury yacht off the

A LITTLE THING LIKE MARRIAGE GET IN THE WAY OF THEIR

coast of Cabo San Lucas. A tropical getaway with a cast of global power-

CAREERS... ESPECIALLY SOMEONE ELSE'S... David Cooper cheats on his

hungry elites turns sour when they find out maybe they don't control as

wife. She doesn't cheat -- and that suits him fine. Until the young and

much of the world as they thought . . . In The Power Trip you will meet

beautiful Claudia appears and David wants out of his marriage. But Claudia has

Aleksandr Kasianenko, a billionaire Russian oligarch, as he sets sail on The

different ideas -- different dreams: To be a model, an actress, a star. And she'll

Bianca. You'll meet his sexy supermodel girlfriend, whom The Bianca is

do anything to make it. Just name a price... THE WORLD IS FULL OF

named after, and five dynamic, powerful, and famous couples invited on the

MARRIED MEN is a devastating exposure of the cut throat media business --

yacht's maiden voyage: Hammond Patterson, a driven Senator, and his lovely

the phony promises and the very real power of the casting couch.

but unhappy wife, Sierra; Cliff Baxter, a charming, never-married movie star,

Hollywood Wives Jackie Collins 1987-08-01 Provides a glittering glimpse of

and his ex-waitress girlfriend, Lori; Taye Sherwin, a famous black UK

the alluring luxury- and temptation-filled lives of the wives of Hollywood's

footballer and his interior designer wife, Ashley; Luca Perez, a male Latin

"royalty"--the wheelers and dealers and stars whose lives are patterned after

singing sensation with his older decadent English boyfriend, Jeromy; and

the fantasies of their films. Reissue.

Flynn, a maverick journalist with his Asian renegade female friend, Xuan.

Chances Jackie Collins 2012-06-05 "Contains... all the goodies that make today’s

You will also meet Russian mobster, Sergei Zukov, a man with a grudge

bestsellers." – New York Post In the internationally bestselling first book of

against Aleksandr. And Sergei's Mexican beauty queen girlfriend, Ina, whose

the iconic Lucky Santangelo series, smart, sexy and savvy Lucky Santangelo

brother, Cruz, is a master pirate with orders to hold The Bianca and its

finds running her family’s criminal empire exhilarating. She will do

illustrious rota of guests for ransom. The Power Trip explorers the decadent

whatever it takes to ensure her self-made mob boss father, Gino, doesn’t

playgrounds of the super-rich . . . and leaves you hungry for more.

return from his self-imposed exile. But of course, Gino has other plans. Lucky

Lucky Jackie Collins 2013-07-23 “So hot it will have to be printed on asbestos.”

tries to enlist the help of Costa Zennocotti, her father’s right-hand man but

- Liz Smith, New York Daily News Fierce, sharp, and wildly beautiful

quickly learns his loyalty lies only with Gino. . . at least for now. As Lucky

Lucky Santangelo, Jackie Collins’s own favorite character, returns for more

impressively plots to keep control, suspense builds through a series of

scandal, scheming, and pulse-pounding drama in the second book of the

interwoven stories, past and present, that create a rich tantalizing tapestry of

internationally bestselling Lucky Santangelo series. As she arrives in Las

intrigue involving an unforgettable cast of characters. There’s Lucky’s

Vegas, Lucky’s focused on getting her father Gino to sign off on some new

younger brother, Dario, who’s being terrorized by his manipulative male

developments underway in Atlantic City. But when opportunity strikes,

lover. There’s Steven Berkely, the charismatic lawyer Lucky gets trapped

Lucky’s always ready—and now she has the chance to take on heading a

with in an elevator during the New York City blackout of 1977. And then

casino complex right in Vegas. Lucky’s past always seems to catch up with

there’s Steven’s mother, Carrie, the elegant society wife, who’s being

her though, and she’s surprised to discover that aging billionaire Dimitri

blackmailed to keep the shocking events of her past concealed—and by an

Stanislopoulos is also in Vegas, with his daughter, Olympia, Lucky’s long lost

adversary that may hit too close to home. As secrets old and new are revealed,

friend. Kindred spirits who were both painfully out of place in the stodgy

Jackie Collins’s masterful storytelling sweeps readers from the height of the

boarding school they were forced to attend, Lucky and Olympia had run off

family’s power in the 1970s, to the streets of 1920s New York City, where

together, landing at a French villa where they stayed with Olympia’s much

the crime enterprise first originated, from the playgrounds of Europe to the

older Hollywood producer lover—until their dads found out. They never

glittering gambling palaces of Las Vegas, in a steamy, sensual, page-turning

spoke again, for decades, until now, although Lucky may learn some

epic saga that builds to a stunning climax and leaves you yearning for more.

friendships are best left behind. Maybe the most unexpected surprise for

Adapted in the 90s into a highly successful NBC mini-series, the Santangelo

Lucky, though, is finding love with rising comedian Lennie Golden. But will

novels are currently being developed for TV once again by Working Title
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Productions and the updated series is set to be compulsive, sexy and totally

infamous from the inside looking out. 'A true inspiration, a trail blazer for

binge-worthy! hr "Chances should be called The Godfather goes to bed.” –

women's fiction' JILLY COOPER ‘Jackie shows us all what being a strong,

CNN "Chances starts out with a bang – and never lets up for over 600 sex-

successful woman means at any age’ MILLY JOHNSON ‘Jackie will never be

packed pages." – Variety hr Read the whole Lucky Santangelo series! 1.

forgotten, she’ll always inspire me to #BeMoreJackie’ JILL MANSELL

Chances 2. Lucky 3. Lady Boss 4. Vendetta: Lucky's Revenge 5. Dangerous

‘Legend is a word used too lightly for so many undeserving people, but

Kiss 6. Drop Dead Beautiful 7. Poor Little Bitch Girl 8. Goddess of Vengeance

Jackie is the very definition of the word’ ALEX KHAN ‘What Jackie knew

9. Confessions of a Wild Child - Lucky: The Early Years 10. The Santangelos

how to do so well, is to tell a thumping good story’ ROWAN COLEMAN

11. A Santangelo Story hr

‘Here is a woman who not only wanted to entertain her readers, but also to

Hollywood Husbands Jackie Collins 2012-01-31 Featuring a new introduction

teach them something; about the world and about themselves’ ISABELLE

from Tasmina Perry talking about what Jackie and her books mean to her!

BROOM ‘Lessons galore on every page… about feminism, equality, tolerance

‘Underneath all the glitz and bluster, the sex and the scandal, her tales are

and love’ CARMEL HARRINGTON ‘Nobody does it quite like Jackie and

moral’ TASMINA PERRY Hollywood Wives, with its ten-million copy sales,

nobody ever will’ SARRA MANING ‘Jackie wrote about Hollywood with

and its spectacular success as a television mini-series, left Jackie Collins'

total authenticity, breaking all the rules and taboos’ BARBARA TAYLOR

devoted audience avid for the other side of the story. NOW HOLLYWOOD

BRADFORD ‘Collins was saying that women didn’t have to centre round

HUSBANDS GO ALL THE WAY! There have been many imitators, but only

men, either in books or in life’ JESSIE BURTON ‘Jackie lived the Hollywood

ever one Jackie Collins. With millions of her books sold around the world, and

dream, but, she looked sideways at it, and then shared the dirt with her

thirty-one New York Times bestsellers, she is one of the world’s top-selling

readers’ JULIET ASHTON ‘What radiates from her novels, is a sense that

novelists. From glamorous Beverly Hills bedrooms to Hollywood movie

women are capable of great things’ ALEXANDRA HEMINSLEY

studios; from glittering rock concerts to the yachts of billionaires, Jackie

The Best Laid Plans Sidney Sheldon 2010-06-22 Sidney Sheldon returns with

chronicled the scandalous lives of the rich, famous, and infamous from the

a tale of two equally determined people headed on a collision course. One the

inside looking out. 'A true inspiration, a trail blazer for women's fiction'

governor of a small southern state, Oliver Russell is a man with a strategy to

JILLY COOPER ‘Jackie shows us all what being a strong, successful woman

win the White House. The other is the beautiful and ambitious Leslie

means at any age’ MILLY JOHNSON ‘Jackie will never be forgotten, she’ll

Stewart, a woman intent on seeing him lose everything. Soon they will both

always inspire me to #BeMoreJackie’ JILL MANSELL ‘Jackie’s heroines

discover that even the best laid plans can go dangerously astray--with deadly

don’t take off their clothes to please a man, but to please themselves’ CLARE

consequences.

MACKINTOSH ‘Legend is a word used too lightly for so many undeserving

The Stud Collins Jackie 2015-10-01 ”Sex-filled, escapist, utterly

people, but Jackie is the very definition of the word’ ALEX KHAN ‘What

unpretentious.” – New York Times Jackie Collins beckons you to experience

Jackie knew how to do so well, is to tell a thumping good story’ ROWAN

the hottest, wildest domain of pleasure-seekers in 1969 London in The Stud,

COLEMAN ‘I read hundreds of books every year. But Jackie Collins’ novels

where the desires and dalliances of the wife of a billionaire financier bring

are the only ones I can read over and over’ AMY ROWLAND ‘Jackie wrote

new meaning to the word debauchery. Former supermodel Fontaine Khaled

with shameless ambition, ruthless passion and pure diamond-dusted sparkle’

needs more in her life than just being arm candy to her wealthy Arab

CATHERINE STEADMAN ‘Here is a woman who not only wanted to

businessman husband, Benjamin Khaled. A one-time jetsetter who traveled

entertain her readers, but also to teach them something; about the world and

the world for thrills, she’s climbing the walls to find the excitement her

about themselves’ ISABELLE BROOM ‘There’s a lot a drag queen can learn

senior citizen spouse just can’t provide. Sure, she spends his money and most

from Jackie’ TOM RASMUSSEN ‘Lessons galore on every page… about

of her time on partying, shopping, and her hot new nightclub, Hobo. But

feminism, equality, tolerance and love’ CARMEL HARRINGTON ‘Jackie is

what she really craves is a young, sensual man who can deliver the goods. . .

the queen of cliff-hangers’ SAMANTHA TONGE ‘For all her trademark sass,

and the new manager of the club is ready to deliver. Tony Blake comes from

there is a moralist at work here’ LOUISE CANDLISH ‘Nobody does it quite

the wrong side of the tracks but has been quickly scaling the ladder of social

like Jackie and nobody ever will’ SARRA MANING ‘Jackie bought a bit of

status thanks to his good looks, charm, and a body that won’t quit. Self-

glitter, sparkle and sunshine into our humdrum existence’ VERONICA

described as a taller Tony Curtis with a touch of Michael Caine and Kris

HENRY ‘Jackie wrote about Hollywood with total authenticity, breaking all

Kristofferson thrown into the mix, Tony can—and does—sleep with anyone

the rules and taboos’ BARBARA TAYLOR BRADFORD ‘Collins was saying

who can bring him to the next level, including his sexy, insatiable boss.

that women didn’t have to centre round men, either in books or in life’

Fontaine knows he gets around, but she doesn’t care . . . until Tony becomes

JESSIE BURTON ‘Jackie lived the Hollywood dream, but, she looked

enamored with the one woman he’d do best to stay away from. Now Tony’s

sideways at it, and then shared the dirt with her readers’ JULIET ASHTON

days of being Fontaine’s stud—and staff—are numbered as he’s about to learn a

‘What radiates from her novels, is a sense that women are capable of great

hard lesson in lines that should never be crossed. Told in the voices of these

things’ ALEXANDRA HEMINSLEY

decadent and daring characters, The Stud is a fast, racy romp that’s sure to

Chances Jackie Collins 2012-01-31 'Funny, sexy and glamorous' JOJO MOYES

delight! Already read The Stud? Try more by Jackie Collins. The Stud Series

Featuring a new introduction from bestselling author, Jo Thomas, talking

1. The Stud 2. The Bitch The Lucky Santangelo series 1. Chances 2. Lucky 3.

about what Jackie and her books mean to her! ‘Jackie’s skill as a writer is

Lady Boss 4. Vendetta: Lucky's Revenge 5. Dangerous Kiss 6. Drop Dead

enviable. Rereading Chances I was totally hooked in from the start, into all

Beautiful 7. Poor Little Bitch Girl 8. Goddess of Vengeance 9. Confessions of a

the lives that were playing out in front of me’ JO THOMAS The book that

Wild Child - Lucky: The Early Years 10. The Santangelos 11. A Santangelo

made Jackie Collins one of Britain's favourite authors sweeps you from the

Story The World is Full series 1. The World is Full of Married Men 2. The

sophisticated playgrounds of Europe to the glittering gambling palaces of Las

World is Full of Divorced Women

Vegas. It plunges you into the reckless, dangerous world of the Santangelo

The Love Killers Jackie Collins 2012-10-11 Jackie Collins is... the undisputed

crime family. It introduces you to Gino Santangelo, the street kid who makes

Scheherazade of the stars.” —New York Post hr Strong, sexy women are the

it all the way to the top. And then it brings you Lucky - his sensual and

lifeblood of Jackie Collins’s novels, and The Love Killers takes this to a bold

passionate daughter; a woman who dares to win her father's empire for

new level! Famed activist Margaret Lawrence Brown had always been a

herself; a woman unafraid of taking CHANCES. There have been many

staunch advocate for women through her Free Women Now organization,

imitators, but only ever one Jackie Collins. With millions of her books sold

especially for sex workers in New York City. So when she gets shot during

around the world, and thirty-one New York Times bestsellers, she is one of

one of her women’s empowerment lectures, three of her nearest and dearest

the world’s top-selling novelists. From glamorous Beverly Hills bedrooms to

step in with an insatiable desire to destroy the lives of those responsible. Part

Hollywood movie studios; from glittering rock concerts to the yachts of

Cherokee and part Louisiana hillbilly, glamorous, statuesque underground

billionaires, Jackie chronicled the scandalous lives of the rich, famous, and

adult film star Rio Java lives life as she pleases. As one of Margaret’s closest
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friends, she knows Margaret had a lot of enemies, but she’s determined to

them.” - The Guardian Fontaine Khaled, former jet-setting supermodel with

narrow the list to find the killer and avenge Margaret’s death. Jet-setter

an insatiable sexual appetite, returns in the much-anticipated follow-up to the

socialite Lara Crichton, Margaret’s secret half-sister, is bored and ready to

international bestseller, The Stud. Divorced from her financier husband

break free from her latest beau, Prince Alfredo, when she gets the tragic

following a string of salacious scandals in London surrounding her nightclub,

news. She immediately heads to New York to help—willing to do whatever

Hobo, Fontaine’s now single and ready for adventure, but young men and

it takes. And boho beauty Beth Lawrence Brown seems a sweet, innocent,

anonymous amore are all this ballsy British beauty bargains for. Then Greek

hippie chick—but when she learns about her sister’s assassination, she leaves

playboy Nico Constantine enters the picture. . . This devastatingly handsome

the safe confines of her commune behind, hellbent on getting justice at any

charmer is still reeling from the tragic loss that propelled him into a lifestyle

cost. When Rio learns that crime boss Enzo Bassalino is responsible for the hit,

of heavy spending, wanton womanizing, and a dangerous dalliance with

she devises a plan for the three women to go after Bassalino’s sons with the

gambling that has essentially cost him everything. While hatching a plan to

most powerful weapon they have: Sex. Rio heads to London to destroy

pay back his debt, he encounters the incomparable Fontaine, and he can’t

Angelo with devastating passion. Lara flies to LA to take down Nick with

deny his immediate and intense passion for her when he makes her steamy

smoldering intent. And Beth stays in New York to slay Frank with her

acquaintance on a flight from New York to London. While Nico needs to use

wanton wiles. It’s a dangerous game, filled with intrigue, suspense, and

Fontaine to stay alive on the streets, in her bed is where he truly comes alive.

sensuality as the story builds to its thrilling and brilliantly satisfying climax.

But can Fontaine, with her deep distrust for men in general, see beyond his

hr Already read The Love Killers? Try more Jackie Collins! The Lucky

scheming and into his heart? The bitch is back, baby. . . But she’s met her

Santangelo series 1. Chances 2. Lucky 3. Lady Boss 4. Vendetta: Lucky's

match in Nico. As this wild tour de force rollercoasters from Greece to Los

Revenge 5. Dangerous Kiss 6. Drop Dead Beautiful 7. Poor Little Bitch Girl 8.

Angeles, from Las Vegas to New York to London, will love prevail? Or will

Goddess of Vengeance 9. Confessions of a Wild Child - Lucky: The Early

temptation get the best of them? hr Already read The Bitch? Try more by

Years 10. The Santangelos 11. A Santangelo Story The World is Full series 1.

Jackie Collins. The Stud Series 1. The Stud 2. The Bitch The Lucky

The World is Full of Married Men 2. The World is Full of Divorced Women

Santangelo series 1. Chances 2. Lucky 3. Lady Boss 4. Vendetta: Lucky's

Vendetta Jackie Collins 2010-11-16 Lucky Santangelo is back—with a

Revenge 5. Dangerous Kiss 6. Drop Dead Beautiful 7. Poor Little Bitch Girl 8.

vengance! Dangerously sensual, breathtakingly beautiful, and utterly

Goddess of Vengeance 9. Confessions of a Wild Child - Lucky: The Early

unforgettable, she is Lucky Santangelo, the sizzling star of Chances, Lucky,

Years 10. The Santangelos 11. A Santangelo Story The World is Full series 1.

and Lady Boss. With Vendetta: Lucky's Revenge, Jackie Collins continues the

The World is Full of Married Men 2. The World is Full of Divorced Women

saga of Lucky Santangelo in a nonstop, action-packed tale of sex, betrayal,

The Lucky Santangelo Cookbook Jackie Collins 2014-04-08 The best-selling

drugs, intrigue, and murder. A scorching new installment of the wildly

author of Hollywood Lives shares a collection of personal and celebrity-chef

popular Lucky series, Vendetta finds Lucky in the most perilous situation of

recipes inspired by one of her most favorite characters, including such options

her life when her prized Panther Studios is taken from her by Donna

as Bourbon-Marinated Flank Steak, Veal Saffron Cream Pasta Sauce and

Landsman, the unscrupulous widow of Lucky's arch-enemy, Santino

Lucky's Killer Margaritas. 75,000 first printing.

Bonnatti. Donna intends to destroy Lucky in every way she can, but Lucky is

Drop Dead Beautiful Jackie Collins 2007-06-26 The bestselling author of

street-smart, powerful, and just as ruthlessly dangerous. And so the battle for

Lovers & Players returns with her 25th fabulous novel and her most beloved

control begins. With Vendetta: Lucky's Revenge, Jackie Collins proves once

character...Get ready for the scandalously scintillating read only Jackie Collins

again why she is an international powerhouse, a writer who digs deep into

can deliver! Lucky Santangelo is back with a vengeance--still every bit as

the glamorous, intoxicating—yet ultimately treacherous—world of Hollywood.

strong, sexy, and seductive as ever! But Lucky is older and wiser, and hot to

Morning Noon & Night Sidney Sheldon 2010-06-22 A beautiful woman

reclaim her power position in Las Vegas. However, a deadly enemy from her

attends a family gathering following the mysterious death of Harry Stanford,

past has resurfaced--a person determined to take everything from her,

claiming to be his long-lost child and stating her rights to a share of the

including the family she holds so dear: two sons and an out-of-control teenage

tycoon's estate, in a hypnotic, roller-coaster novel.

daughter who is just as outrageous as Lucky herself. Like mother, like

Thrill Jackie Collins 2017-04-18 Jackie Collins' most outrageous, erotically

daughter. And if that old saying holds true, it's going to be one wild ride.

charged New York Times bestseller is a sexy, shaterring roller-coaster thrill

Internationally bestselling author Jackie Collins marks her twenty-fifth novel

ride! From chic New York and the exclusive Hamptons to the hungry heart

with "another page-turning tale packed with intrigue, revenge and romance,"

of L.A., this high-suspense tale pulses with deadly obsessions and relentless

(Publishers Weekly on Lovers and Players). Aren't we lucky?!

desires in the seemingly perfect world of a gorgeous film actress. She could

LOVERS & PLAYERS Jackie Collins 2011-11-29 Amy Scott-Simon, a young

have any man -- but the one she can't resist is a mysterious lover with a

New York heiress, is engaged to marry Max Diamond, an older powerful real

shadowed past. As their jolting affair skyrockets with electric passion,

estate tycoon. At her bachelorette party, she runs into Jett, Max's younger

shocking secrets break through their hidden traps -- in a brilliantly twisting

half-brother who is fresh back from Italy, where he is a successful male

story that sparks with the explosive Jackie Collins touch.

model. They have no idea who each other are. A one night fling leads to

Poor Little Bitch Girl Jackie Collins 2011-03-29 Three former high school

complications and regrets. Meanwhile, Chris Diamond -- a hot L.A

friends who enjoy power and wealth in their respective positions as a Los

entertainment lawyer -- flies into town to meet with his two brothers and

Angeles attorney, a senator's mistress, and a celebrity madame find their

Red Diamond, the boys' dysfunctional billionaire father. Working as Red's

destinies intertwining with another friend from their teens in the aftermath

housekeeper is Diahann, whose stunning bi-racial nineteen-year-old daughter,

of adevastating murder.

Liberty, does not approve of her mother's occupation. As Liberty pursues the

Bloodline Sidney Sheldon 2010-06-22 Bloodline is one of the best of Sheldon's

dreams her mother once had, to sing, Damon P. Donnell, married hip-hop

blockbuster thrillers. Roffe and Sons is a family firm, an international empire

mogul supreme, pursues her. And then there is Mariska, Max's Russian

filled with desperate, cash-hungry family members. At its head was one of

socialite ex-wife, a woman with more secrets than anyone, secrets that

the wealthiest men in the world—a man who has just died in a mysterious

ultimately lead to her brutal and mysterious murder. As the lives of these

accident and left his daughter, Elizabeth, in control of the company. Now as

characters intertwine, power, love, sex, money and fame are the ties that bind

this intelligent, tough, and gorgeous woman dares to save—not sell—Roffe and

in this highly charged love story about family relationships, deadly choices

Sons, she will have to outwit those who secretly want her power . . . and the

and dangerous sex.

unknown assassin who wants her life. Bloodline is a sweeping novel of high

HOLLYWOOD WIVES:THE NEW GENERATION Jackie Collins 2011-11-29

financial intrigue on three continents, love, murder, danger, and suspense.

Power! Sex! Money! Fame! - the new Hollywood wives are back with a

The Bitch Jackie Collins 2012-04-17 “Collins’ novels are an over-the top,

vengeance. Ambitious, young, smart and lethal, whatever they don't have,

steamy delight. Clearly she had as much fun writing them as we do reading

they want - and whatever these women want, they get. You will meet Lissa
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Roman, mega movie and singing star, her wild daughter Nicci, Michael

is Full series, as well as all the New York Times bestselling books by Jackie

Scorsinni, the handsome private investigator with an edge, and Taylor Singer,

Collins! 1. The World is Full of Married Men 2. The World is Full of

a sometime actress married to the Hollywood mogul. Into their lives comes

Divorced Women The Stud Series 1. The Stud 2. The Bitch The Lucky

Eric Vernon, a dangerous psychopath with kidnapping on his mind... Like the

Santangelo series 1. Chances 2. Lucky 3. Lady Boss 4. Vendetta: Lucky's

original, HOLLYWOOD WIVES - THE NEW GENERATION will shock

Revenge 5. Dangerous Kiss 6. Drop Dead Beautiful 7. Poor Little Bitch Girl 8.

and surprise, amuse and startle, taking readers on a roller-coaster ride of fun

Goddess of Vengeance 9. Confessions of a Wild Child - Lucky: The Early

and suspense they won't soon forget.

Years 10. The Santangelos 11. A Santangelo Story

Vendetta Jackie Collins 1997 Lucky Santangelo returns in a tale of sex, drugs,

L.A. Connections Jackie Collins 2012-01-31 Featuring a brand new

deceit, and murder, as she once again takes on her long-time rival, Donna

introduction from Sunday Times bestselling author, Louise Candlish, talking

Landsman, in a no-holds-barred fight to the finish

about what Jackie and her books mean to her! 'For all her trademark sass,

Chances

there is a moralist at work here' LOUISE CANDLISH A killer is playing a

Weekend Warriors Fern Michaels 2012-08-15 First in the New York Times

deadly game inside the exclusive mansions of L.A. Drawn into this dangerous

bestselling series featuring fierce female vigilantes—includes a bonus

world are a high-class call girl looking for a way out…a ruthless agent playing

Sisterhood chapter and an interview with Fern Michaels! Life isn’t fair. Most

for high stakes…and a beautiful journalist chasing the story of her career. They

women know it. But what can you do about it? Plenty . . . if you’re part of

are about to discover the rules of survival in this city of dreamers and

the Sisterhood. On the surface, these seven women are as different as can

deceivers. There have been many imitators, but only ever one Jackie Collins.

be—but each has had her share of bad luck, from cheating husbands to sexist

With millions of her books sold around the world, and thirty-one New York

colleagues to a legal system that often doesn’t do its job. Now, drawn together

Times bestsellers, she is one of the world’s top-selling novelists. From

by tragedy, they’re forging a bond that will help them right the wrongs

glamorous Beverly Hills bedrooms to Hollywood movie studios; from

committed against them and discover an inner strength they didn’t know

glittering rock concerts to the yachts of billionaires, Jackie chronicled the

they had. Growing bolder with each act of justice, the Sisterhood is learning

scandalous lives of the rich, famous, and infamous from the inside looking out.

that when bad things happen, you can roll over and play dead . . . or you can

'A true inspiration, a trail blazer for women's fiction' JILLY COOPER ‘Jackie

get up fighting . . . “Readers will enjoy seeing what happens when well-

shows us all what being a strong, successful woman means at any age’ MILLY

funded, very angry women take the law into their own hands.”—Booklist

JOHNSON ‘Jackie will never be forgotten, she’ll always inspire me to

Series praise “Readers looking for an updated Charlie’s Angels in ‘wild

#BeMoreJackie’ JILL MANSELL ‘Jackie’s heroines don’t take off their clothes

women’ mode will be most satisfied.”—Publishers Weekly on Lethal Justice

to please a man, but to please themselves’ CLARE MACKINTOSH ‘Legend is

“Spunky women who fight for truth, justice, and the American way.”—Fresh

a word used too lightly for so many undeserving people, but Jackie is the

Fiction on Final Justice “Delectable . . . deliver[s] revenge that’s creatively

very definition of the word’ ALEX KHAN ‘What Jackie knew how to do so

swift and sweet, Michaels-style.”—Publishers Weekly on Hokus Poku

well, is to tell a thumping good story’ ROWAN COLEMAN ‘Jackie wrote

Lady Boss Jackie Collins 1998-02 Finding love with film star Lennie Golden,

with shameless ambition, ruthless passion and pure diamond-dusted sparkle’

mobster's daughter Lucky Santangelo prepares to take over Panther studios--a

CATHERINE STEADMAN ‘Here is a woman who not only wanted to

move that will test her marriage, tempt her to infidelity, and thrust her into

entertain her readers, but also to teach them something; about the world and

Hollywood's wild side. Reissue.

about themselves’ ISABELLE BROOM ‘Lessons galore on every page… about

Confessions of a Wild Child Jackie Collins 2014-02-04 Lucky Santangelo. A

feminism, equality, tolerance and love’ CARMEL HARRINGTON ‘Jackie is

fifteen-year-old wild child ready to discover life, love and independence.

the queen of cliff-hangers’ SAMANTHA TONGE ‘Nobody does it quite like

Daughter of the notorious Gino, Lucky discovers her mother's murdered body

Jackie and nobody ever will’ SARRA MANING ‘Jackie wrote about

floating in the family swimming pool at the tender age of four. Since then

Hollywood with total authenticity, breaking all the rules and taboos’

Gino has kept her protected from life closeted in their Bel Air mansion. But in

BARBARA TAYLOR BRADFORD ‘Collins was saying that women didn’t

Jackie Collins' Confessions of a Wild Child, Lucky finally breaks free, and

have to centre round men, either in books or in life’ JESSIE BURTON ‘Jackie

running away from boarding school the adventures begin. Boys, sex, drugs

lived the Hollywood dream, but, she looked sideways at it, and then shared

and rock n' roll - Lucky explores it all in preparation for the strong, kick-ass

the dirt with her readers’ JULIET ASHTON ‘What radiates from her novels,

woman she eventually becomes. Delve into the world that Lucky rules!

is a sense that women are capable of great things’ ALEXANDRA

The World Is Full of Married Men Jackie Collins 2013-04-10 First published

HEMINSLEY

in 1968, The World is Full of Married Men was branded as “shocking,”

Lucky Jackie Collins 1998-02-01 Follows the life and career of Gino

especially coming from a female author but despite being banned in several

Santangelo's powerful and ruthless daughter, Lucky, who finds herself caught

countries for its scandalous content became a #1 bestseller in just two weeks!

up in a mortal rivalry with her former best friend, heiress Olympia

Always ahead of her time, in her racy debut, Jackie Collins flips on its head

Stanislopoulas. Reissue.

the hypocritical double standard of it being okay for men to sleep around but

Hollywood Kids Jackie Collins 1995-07-01 Jordanna Levitt, the wild daughter

not for women. Successful London ad executive David Cooper is still sexy at

of a Hollywood producer; Bobby Rush, the actor son of a screen legend; and

forty. Plus, he’s got money and power, and therefore, any woman he wants

their friends live in high style, until a murder brings tough detective

for as long as he wants. His marriage to his nagging wife, Linda, has never

Michael Scorsinni into town

gotten in the way of that. When gorgeous starlet Claudia Parker enters the

The Rock Star and The Lifeguard Jackie Collins 2013-04-10 Everybody

picture, he becomes so smitten that he’s ready to divorce Linda to marry

wanted to go to bed with Tony Guiseppi, it had been that way since seventh

Claudia. But Claudia has no intentions of being shackled by a ring on her

grade. And not only females, males felt that way too – they were always

finger. When the relationship falls apart, he vies to get his wife back. Except

coming onto him, eyeing him appreciatively, inviting him to a ball game,

Linda’s already moved on, swept up in a racy romance with Hollywood

lunch or a night on the town. Anything he wanted in fact. In fact, he wanted

producer Jay Grossman. Despite David’s pleas, there’s no way she’s giving up

nothing. Tony Guiseppi had learned at an early age that looks were only the

her glamorous new lifestyle for the likes of him. David soon becomes a broken

package. He knew he was exceptionally good looking. It did not impress him.

shell of a man, facing his fifties alone. As his once-meteoric career success takes

Tony Guiseppi was half Italian (his father, Roberto, was a crotch-stroking,

a catastrophic dive, he finds comfort in the bottle and in the arms of his

drunken native of Naples, who came to America in 1972 for a vacation and

dowdy secretary, Harriet, while Linda’s life only gets better. Will there be a

stayed), and half American (his mother, Ruth, would have been a Jewish

redemption for David? Or will karma get the last laugh in this sizzling, fast-

princess if only her family had possessed money). As it was she was a waitress

paced, and thoroughly entertaining page-turner--the novel that launched

when his father came upon her – literally. They were married exactly one

Collins into her role as the Queen of flashy fiction. hr Read both of The World

month before Tony entered the world.
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Dangerous Kiss Jackie Collins 1999-09-17 The seductively beautiful, street-

assignment to travel the globe and interview the world’s five hottest

smart, and powerful Lucky Santangelo, star of four of Jackie Collins's previous

men—all of whom she plans to sleep with to get revenge on Mike. Buxom

international bestsellers—Chances, Lucky, Lady Boss, and Vendetta: Lucky's

and beautiful Muffin may be the hottest centerfold girl in London, but she

Revenge—returns in Dangerous Kiss. In Chances, Lucky grew up in a top

craves the sizzle and spark of Hollywood. She sets her sights on Jon Clapton, a

crime family; in Lucky, she was married three times; in Lady Boss, she took

professional photographer who’s already married, as her ticket to stardom in

on Hollywood and bought Panther Studios; and in Vendetta, she fought off a

America. After convincing him to leave his wife and take her to the States,

lifelong enemy to keep the studio, and her husband. Now, in Dangerous Kiss,

Jon soon becomes her manager. Though Muffin may discover he wants more

when a member of her family is brutally gunned down in a random holdup,

from her than she can or is willing to give. . . Packed with salacious situations
Sinners

her fury knows no bounds. While she is tracking the killer, her relationship

and plenty of sizzle, The World is Full of Divorced Women combines Jackie

with her husband, charismatic writer and director Lennie Golden, is put to

Collins two favorite and most beloved worlds—Hollywood and London—to

the test. Then, suddenly, into her life comes a man from her past—a man

create a scorching and truly satisfying read! hr Read both of The World is

with a dangerous kiss. Dangerous Kiss is a story of raw anger, love, lust,

Full series, as well as all the New York Times bestselling books by Jackie

murder, and revenge, and at its white-hot center is Lucky Santangelo, a

Collins! 1. The World is Full of Married Men 2. The World is Full of

strong, exciting woman who dares to take chances—and always wins.

Divorced Women

Goddess of Vengeance Jackie Collins 2012-06-26 Running a high-profile casino

The Santangelos Jackie Collins 2015-06-16 Legendary mega-seller Jackie

and hotel complex that ruthless billionaire Armand Jordan is plotting to take

Collins chronicles passion and power in one of America's most glamorous

from her, Lucky engages in a power struggle against him, while Bobby

families in the New York Times bestseller, The Santangelos. A vicious hit. A

becomes inadvertently involved in best friend Frankie's drug problems.

vengeful enemy. A drug addled Colombian club owner. A sex crazed Italian

Married Lovers Jackie Collins 2008-06-10 Relocating to Los Angeles to escape

family. And the ever powerful Lucky Santangelo has to deal with them all,

an abusive boyfriend, personal trainer Cameron Paradise saves money to open

while Max-her teenage daughter is becoming The "It" girl in Europe's

her own fitness studio and pursues an affair with Ryan Lambert, a movie

modeling world. And her Kennedyesque son, Bobby, is being set up for a

producer with a demanding wife and powerful Hollywood father-in-law.

murder he didn't commit. But Lucky can deal. Always strong and

450,000 first printing.

unpredictable with her husband, Lennie, by her side she lives up to the

The World is Full of Divorced Women Jackie Collins 2013-09-06 “A

family motto-Never cross a Santangelo. Lucky rules. The Santangelos always

generation of women have learnt more about how to handle their men from

come out on top. An epic family saga filled with love, lust, revenge and

Jackie’s books than from any kind of manual... Jackie is very much her own

passion.

person: a total one off.” —Daily Mail In the scorching follow-up to The World

Power Jackie Collins 2017-07-10 The first installment in the sexy, thrilling

is Full of Married Men, Jackie Collins takes readers on another racy romp

four-part L.A. Connections miniseries, a behind-the-curtains peek into the

written well before its time, and weaving an incredible story of infidelity,

exclusive mansions of Hollywood where the city's most powerful players

sin, and deliciously sweet revenge in a way only the master of glamour

willingly risk it all for love, lust, and murder, from New York Times

fiction can! When British journalist Cleo James decided to surprise her record

bestselling author Jackie Collins, now ebook standalone novellas at an

company executive husband at his Manhattan office, she wasn’t expecting to

unbeatable price!

be greeted by a very naked Mike having his way with her very naked best

Jackie Collins 2012-01-31 Hollywood - glittering premieres, dazzling

friend, Susan. Cleo soon learns that this is not an isolated incident—that there

movie sets, fabulous parties, plush love-nests hidden in Malibu and Beverly

have been others. Many others. Some women might see this mishap as a

Hills. Behind the gorgeous playgrounds of the rich and renowned lies a jungle

tragic setback, but smart, savvy, and sexy twenty-nine-year-old Cleo sees

of lust and perversity, greed and ambition, love and danger - where survival

only an opportunity to grow beyond the New York City lifestyle that

is all and innocence is a role nobody plays for long. Jackie Collins uncovers all

marriage dragged and locked her into. Cleo has had a successful career writing

the sex, all the scandals, all the private obsessions of filmland's famous in the

celebrity profiles for Image magazine and now she’s free to take on an

shocking, passionate world of . . . Sinners
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